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Abstract:A terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) imaging system can obtain 
high-dimensional signals with substance fingerprint information. By introducing geometric 
algebra, a novel signal analysis approach to THz-TDS signals is developed based on an optical 
physical mechanism. Using this approach, signals are represented with vectors in the 
high-dimensional real vector space. Geometric distribution properties and algebraic relationships 
of THz-TDS signals are deduced. It is proved that every complex refractive index of substances 
relates to a unique 2-blade, the vectors corresponding to the samples of the same substance are 
collinear and belong to the intrinsic 2-blade of the substance. When decomposed through the 
conformal split with respect to a 2-blade, THz-TDS signals of high dimensionality can be related 
to vectors in a 2-dimensional subspace. Based on the conformal split properties we deduced, two 
criteria for substance identification on the basis of THz-TDS signals are proposed. Accordingly, a 
novel substance identification method via the conformal split is presented. In the method, the 
2-blade related to each ldquo;known&rdquo; substance is calculated with two vectors 
corresponding to THz-TDS signals measured from samples of the substance but with different 
thicknesses. Using the conformal split with respect to those 2-blades, an identified vector 
corresponding to a THz-TDS signal is linearly related to the vector in a 2-dimensional subspace. 
The substance of a sample can be identified using criteria on the projected vectors in the subspaces. 
This method can contribute to accurate classification and identification. Finally, two experiments 
are presented that show the feasibility and accuracy of this method. 
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